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							Whatever project you are working on, at Mortlock Timber we're committed to supporting you in bringing your vision to life. As leading hardwood timber suppliers in Australia, you can be confident you will get the highest quality products on time, every time when you choose Mortlock Timber. 
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												Click-In Timber Battens for Walls & Ceilings, indoor or outdoor
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												Concealed Fixed Timber Cladding expertly for natural timber movement
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												Striking and sleek with its carbon black finish and textural beauty


											

										


									


								

									

										

											

												Vacoa Cladding
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												Cost-effective thermally-modified pine for walls and ceilings.
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												Pre-Finished Timber Lining exclusively designed for Interiors
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							At Mortlock Timber, we are committed to quality. Our products are precision machined from sustainably managed species of natural timber and then carefully crafted to provide maximum durability and a refined aesthetic profile that never fails to impress.
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												Click-In Timber Battens for Walls & Ceilings, indoor or outdoor
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												Concealed Fixed Timber Cladding expertly for natural timber movement
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												Striking and sleek with its carbon black finish and textural beauty
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												Cost-effective thermally-modified pine for walls and ceilings.
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												Pre-Finished Timber Lining exclusively designed for Interiors
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							Timber decking that has been designed and manufactured by timber specialists with strict quality standards from start to finish. The ideal solution for outdoor flooring that is visually impactful and will stand the test of time.
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												Timber Decking Designed For Harsh Environments
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												Classic and timeless profile with quality and elegance
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												Luxurious, cost-effective and time-efficient timber decking
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                        Join us for Mortlock News

                        Subscribe to the Mortlock Timber newsletter to find out more about new product releases, handy tips & advice, pricing breakdowns and much much more!
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                            Contact info:

Perth

Sydney

Melbourne

Adelaide

Hobart

1800 894 400
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